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Abstract—This paper presents netsim, a combined soft-
ware/hardware system for performing realtime realistic operation
of autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) with acoustic modem
telemetry in a virtual ocean environment. The design of the
system is flexible to the choice of physical link hardware, allowing
for the system to be tested against existing and new modems.
Additionally, the virtual ocean channel simulator is designed to
perform in real time by coupling less frequent asynchronous
queries to high-fidelity models of the ocean environment and
acoustic propagation with frequent pertubation-based updates for
the exact position of the simulated AUVs. The results demonstrate
the performance of this system using the WHOI Micro-Modem 2
hardware in the virtual ocean environment of the Arctic Beaufort
Sea around 73 degrees latitude. The acoustic environment in this
area has changed dramatically in recent years due to the changing
climate.

Index Terms—simulation, virtual ocean, hardware-in-the-loop,
acoustic communication, undersea networking

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of successful autonomous underwater ve-
hicle (AUV) systems requires substantial simulation capability
due to the high cost and low availability of at-sea testing time.
As the components to be simulated and the physics of the
environment with which the components interact increases in
complexity, it becomes more difficult to develop simulators
with a reasonable degree of accuracy. Acoustic communica-
tion subsystems are such a component: modeling of acoustic
propagation for acoustic data carriers is a rich area of current
research as is the related discipline of the design of acoustic
modem systems and signal processing. To further complicate
the problem for marine roboticists, many acoustic modems
that are mature enough to be fielded are at least partially
proprietary in design.

Thus, the paper presents a software/hardware hybrid system
(called netsim) for realtime simulation of acoustic modem
signals in a virtual ocean. The virtual ocean model it presents
is based around asynchronous calls to a 4-dimensional ocean
model (MSEAS) and to a raytracing model (BELLHOP).
These high-fidelity, but relatively computationally intensive
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results are updated synchronously with the precise simulation
positions of the AUVs using perturbations around the asyn-
chronous results. This approach provides realtime performance
(at ranges above a few hundred meters).

The results section of the paper studies a case that is of
immediate concern to AUV roboticists: the decreased perfor-
mance of sonar and modem systems in the Beaufort Sea due
to climate change effects. The discovery and background of
this problem is presented in [1], [2].

A. Prior work
Numerous channel simulators have been developed for

underwater acoustics (e.g. [3], [4]), many of which have been
presented at previous UComms workshops [5]. This work is
not intended to supplant these, but rather provide a motivation
for creating channel simulators that can be directly applied to
robotic systems.

Similarly, numerous acoustic modems exist for both re-
search and fielded applications, such as the WHOI Micro-
Modem, the Teledyne Benthos modem, the EvoLogics
modems, and others.

Peterson and Porter [6] presented a partial hardware-in-
the-loop study. They used playback data captured from the
acoustic modem to characterize the performance of their
channel simulator. This work provides simulation in real time
so that the acoustic modem performance can be simulated
simultaneously with the rest of a realtime AUV system.

In addition, several in-situ hardware testbeds have been
developed, such as those in [7] and [8]. These in-water testbeds
are a highly valuable resource, but are limited to the physical
layout of the particular testbed deployment, and often have
limited support for remote testing of mobile nodes, due to
the practical concerns involved in deploying and recovering
AUVs. Also, the real ocean provides very limited reproducibil-
ity; therefore, in-situ testing at a given location does not
allow for a comprehensive comparison of different modem
technologies and signal processing approaches.

II. DESIGN

One side of the netsim system handles analog input and
output (I/O) to acoustic modem hardware, whereas the other



Fig. 1. The netsim system showing both hardware and software components.
Red components are written in MOOS [9], green are in Goby3 [10].
The vehicle simulation computer can be located anywhere with a Internet
connection; the modems are co-located with the audioserver due to the high-
bandwidth/low-latency requirements of the audio.

side handles interfacing to a oceanographic model combined
with a channel simulator (the “Virtual Ocean”). These two
ends are flexible: any modem sampled at 96kHz or below can
be used to feed the modem I/O, and any channel simulator
capable of performing within the realtime requirements can
be coupled to the other side.

Fig. 1 diagrams the entire netsim system. For the flexibility
of the users, the “Vehicle Simulation Computer” can be located
anywhere in the world, with an Internet connection capable of
a few kB/s throughput or better, since all that is transferred
over this link is acoustic modem traffic and regular (e.g. 1 Hz)
simulated vehicle position updates.

The audioserver comprises the audio processing compo-
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Fig. 2. Data flow for netsim-core showing three modems. Dashed lines
represent analog audio; solid lines represent Goby3 digital audio frames. The
colors represent two possible transmission paths: 1) blue is a transmission
from modem 1 which becomes teal and green receptions for modem 2 and
3, respectively. 2) red is a transmission from modem 3, which becomes
orange and pink receptions for modem 1 and 2. Depending on temporal/spatial
separation of the simulated modem locations and transmission times, collisions
may occur and are modeled in netsim by audio mixing at modem 2.

nents and physical (analog audio) interface to the acoustic
modems. The “Virtual Ocean Environments” can be co-located
with the audioserver or over a local TCP connection. The
modular design of the system intends to place minimal re-
strictions on the modem hardware used or on the Virtual
Ocean specifics. This will allow testing of numerous modem
designs, along with the continued improved fidelity of the
Virtual Ocean.

A. Realtime audio processing

A key part of successfully performing realtime audio sim-
ulation is providing low-latency processing and manipulation
of the audio frames (where a frame is defined as a set of N
samples, where N=4096 for the results presented in section
IV).

The realtime audio processing was performed by combining
the Jack audio toolkit on Linux [11] with the interthread layer
of the C++ Goby3 publish/subscribe middleware [10] into an
application called netsim-core. Each modem is assigned an
input and output channel and mixing at the receiver is done
by Jack. All the remaining audio frame handling is done by
three groups of threads within Goby3, which are diagrammed
in Fig. 2:

1) Jack Interface: Interface threads to the Jack toolkit which
interfaces with the analog I/O via the Linux audio
system.

2) Detector threads: Detects start and end of a packet for
logging purposes.

3) Processor threads: Runs the channel simulator for each
packet (on a frame basis).

III. THE VIRTUAL OCEAN AUTONOMY TESTBED

The Virtual Ocean MOOS-IvP Autonomy Testbed illus-
trated in Fig. 3 replicates the physical ocean environment
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Fig. 3. Virtual Ocean Autonomy Testbed: The unaltered Platform
Autonomy System is running missions with the three connections to the real
ocean, the sensor, the modem and the platform, replaced by simulated versions
connected to a high-fidelity, physics-based environmental ocean and acoustic
modeling and forecasting infrastructure.

surrounding an autonomous underwater vehicle or mooring
using a high-fidelity, physics-based environmental modeling
infrastructure, the Virtual Ocean. The architecture is designed
to make the MOOS-IvP Platform Autonomy system, including
the decision-making Helm pHelmIvP, agnostic to whether it is
deployed in a real or virtual ocean. This is accomplished by re-
placing each of the three physical connections of each payload
autonomy system, the low-level platform control, the sensors,
and the modem with high-fidelity, physics-based simulators.
By building the simulators as separate MOOS communities,
the modularity allows for the simulators to be incrementally
developed and implemented as the missions demand. At the
center of the Virtual Ocean is the representation of the physical
properties of the ocean in the operational area by a 4-D (time,
latitude, longitude and depth) database of current, temperature,
salinity, and bathymetry, typically produced by a modeling and
assimilation framework such as MSEAS [12] or HYCOM [13]
or via historically sampled data. This common environmental
picture supports the various physical models of the “outside
world” for the autonomy system. Thus, the model of the
platform dynamics uses the current field, and the simulators
for oceanographic properties sample this data matrix in space
and time, using the same interface to the autononomy system
as the equivalent field sensors. Similarly, all acoustic sensor,
communication and navigation systems extract environmental
sound speed, bathymetry etc. from the database for driving
the computational acoustic modules. Also here, the interface
to the onboard autonomy system is fully replicated by the
environmental acoustic simulators producing element-level
timeseries of the signal and noise, directly stimulating the full
“runtime” or fielded version of the acquisition and processing
chains.

A snapshot of the Virtual Ocean is embedded on the
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Fig. 4. Nested modeling and simulation infrastructure for real-time element-
level acoustic stimulation of sensors and modems. In the embedded version,
the Helm and other processes request transfer function or TL/SNR estimates
for performance optimization, while the timeseries stimulators like netsim
requests the impulse response and synthesizes element-level timeseries fed to
the sensor acquisition or the incoming modem.

network nodes, where it supports the onboard data processing,
mission planning and decision making. To accurately replicate
real ocean operations, the platform version must be made
ignorant of the dynamics of the ground-truth version used by
the simulators. This is accomplished by having messages to
update the simulators that are out-of-band from the mission
operational data.

A. Timescale driven realtime network simulation

In the context of netsim, the relevant Virtual Ocean compo-
nent is the real-time acoustic array simulator. Providing high-
fidelity simulation in real time of element-level timeseries
of incoming modem or acoustic signals between dynamic
platforms, the key enabler is the nested environmental acous-
tic modeling and sensor simulation framework illustrated in
Fig. 4. The nesting is achieved by heavy use of pre-computing
(asynchronously with vehicle position updates) of environ-
mental features consistent with their timescales of change.
Linked to legacy ocean modeling and assimilation frameworks
such as MSEAS and HYCOM, the simulation framework
supports realistic dynamic changes in the environment. This
allows for efficient performance assessment of environmental
adaptation autonomy. However, the underlying ocean repre-
sentation needs to be updated only at intervals consistent
with the slowly varying ocean. Similarly, the use of legacy
acoustic models with decomposable signal components such
as rays (BELLHOP) or modes (Kraken) limits the computional
updates to be required on timescales consistent with the
macroscopic changes in source/receiver configuration. Thus,
a process requiring an acoustic impulse response between two
platforms, such as the impulse-response engine uSimModem-
Network, will request the sound speed distribution between
the two nodes every few minutes and request the impulse
response from the acoustic model every 15-30 seconds for
a grid covering the receiver dynamics over the same period.
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Fig. 5. For a transmitter at 33 m (a) and 100 m (b) depth in the simulated
Arctic environment centered at 73.128◦ N, 149.400◦ W, the mean squared
error (MSE) of Micro-Modem [15] equalizer for transmissions to a grid of
simulated receiver locations through netsim. For each of these grid points, a
72-byte Micro-Modem Rate 1 “Flexible Data Packet” was transmitted with
carrier frequency of 3500 Hz and a bandwidth of 1250 Hz. These grid points
are overlayed on an incoherent transmission loss rendering using BELLHOP
[16].

Incorporating a multi-path Doppler framework [14], a simple
plane wave interpolation within this receiver grid then provides
a high fidelity element-level impulse response on an arbitrary
volumetric array on the moving receiving platform, capturing
all the spatial doppler effects. The received timeseries are then
produced in short time, typically 0.1 second bursts, by con-
volving each individual multipath impulse with the associated
Doppler-shifted source replica. Short timescale environmental
variability is incorporated using stochastic models for the
signal phase, including legacy surface scattering models and
stochastic source models.

Supporting simulation of realistic ambient noise on the
receiving arrays, a similar nested modeling infrastructure
uses legacy models for surface generated noise covariance to
provide the slowly varying vertical noise directionality, which
is decomposed into a spherical harmonic representation. This
representation in combination with the current spectral noise
level is efficiently translated into a noise covariance for an
arbitrary dynamic, volumetric array configuration. Choleski
factorization of the resulting covariance matrix is then used
for generating the arraay element timeseries consistent with
the dynamic noise correlation properties [14].

IV. RESULTS

We applied netsim to several environments, but will present
the Arctic environment in the Beaufort Sea as it is a com-
pelling case for vehicle adaptivity and the need for accurate
acoustic propagation modeling applied to robotics systems. For
this test, netsim was capable of providing realtime performance
for eight modems on a Intel Xeon X5450 (8-core 3.0 GHz).
This includes both the audioserver and Virtual Ocean com-
ponents. In the future we will likely move the audioserver
(which has a hard realtime constraint) to a dedicated lower-

power CPU to separate the realtime constraints into separate
processors. This should allow simulation of more modems
without missing any realtime deadlines on the audioserver.

A. Historical transducer placement: 33 meters deep
Fig. 5a models an transmitter (with 120 degree beamwidth)

located at 33 meters depth, which was used in the ICEX16 sea
trial. This depth historically was sufficient for AUV operations
around 100m depth, but the new Beaufort lens effect [2]
creates a shadow zone below 50 meters starting at about 2
km. To demonstrate this effect on modem performance, we
ran 1500 transmissions through the Micro-Modem 2, using the
exact settings used in ICEX16, varying the receiver location
over a fixed grid. These results were color-coded based on
whether the packet was received (no reception: red) and if
so, the error measured by the Micro-Modem equalizer (high
error: blue, low error: green). For reference, we overlayed the
results of these transmissions on a transmission loss plot using
BELLHOP’s finite element ray tracing technique.

Not surprisingly, the shadow zone regions showed no pack-
ets or high equalizer error, and the regions with lower trans-
mission loss tend to show valid packet reception. However,
the transmission loss does not show the whole picture since
acoustic modem performance is coherent. Regions with the
best packet reception tend to be a low number of rays with
a clear direct path, such as the caustic that runs along the
edge of the shadow zone from around (r, z) = (1000,−50)
to (3500,−250) meters.

B. Potential new transducer placement: 100 meters deep
The modeling, backed by the results of using the full

hardware-in-the-loop netsim, suggests that a transducer placed
at 100 meters will provide more uniform communications
performance in the new Arctic environment. However, this
may not always be operationally feasible, which is the motiva-
tion behind adaptive behaviors for improving communications
performance, such as those presented in [17]. The netsim
system allows us to robustly test such behaviors in a high-
fidelity simulated environment.
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